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“Anyone who believes in indefinite growth on a physic 
finite planet is either mad or an economist”
David Attenborough







2241 identified cenotes and caves in Yucatán. There is a database of 32 cenotes 
available; 103 have been identified as potential tourist atractions (5% )



32 brief fact-sheets available through SEDUMA



http://www.sefotur.yucatan.gob.mx/

Tourists that sleep in Merida



What are the most visited cenotes, and why?

How many people can be in a cenote at once?

What variables affect the value of the leisure experience?

How many km tourists are willing to drive to visit a cenote ?

What is the price that visitors are willing to pay to visit a cenote ?

Is there room for activity-specialization in each cenote ?



To apply existing methodologies to calculate carrying 
capacity we first need (for each cenote):

1. Distances and types of access roads
2. Parking area
3. Categorization access and flow in routes and stairs
4. Platform waiting area and Area water surface
5. Swimming area (water surface, 1.5m depth area)
6. Number of cars per day + number of visitors per car
7. Frequency, duration , types of uses, temporality
8. Origin of visitors
9. Cost per person
10. Infrastructure and Services offer
11. Experience and perception of satisfaction



And we need to describe the geology and ecology and each 
cenote:

1. Geology and edafology
2. Level of forest cover in the watershed
3. Matrix of species presence / absence 
4. Abundance of conspicuous and detectable species
5. area rainwater basin and angle of watershed inclination
6. area and perimeter of the opening of the cenote
7. Amount of incident light reaching the water surface
8. Volume and depth of the cave
9. Distance to the nearest cenote
10. Number of cenotes within 1km
11. Distance to nearest town
12. Population of the nearest town



Three development axis 

• spatially explicit cave fauna diversity/abundance and cave 
descriptors data base

• water level and temperature long-term monitoring

• user attendance metrics long-term monitoring 



What do we know?

1993
64 explored cenotes
22 estigobitic species
20 custaceans (7 orders)
2 fish (2 orders)

http://www.tamug.edu/cavebiology/



2010 – study population genetics of 
Creaseria morleyi

2014 (Yucatán peninsula )
http://www.tamug.edu/cavebiology/index2.html

Many more explored cenotes
41 estigobitic species 
38 custaceans (2 clases, 7 orders, 17 famlies)
2 fish(2 orders)
1 polyquaete

Least concern

What do we know?

http://www.tamug.edu/cavebiology/



There are many and varied cenotes. The 
cost of a unique and specific project to 
document the biodiversity is very 
expensive. An alternative relies on the 
contribution of users:

http://conabio.inaturalist.org/projects/fauna-cenotes-yucatan











Distance To Merida
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Thank you for your
attention

CONTACT:

ns@ciencias.unam.mx

www.bdmy.org

mailto:ns@ciencias.unam.mx

